
Act  I. 5    (Characters: De Guiche, Valvert, Cyrano, Audience) 
 

DE GUICHE: 

Will no one answer him?  

  

THE VISCOUNT:  

No one? But wait!  

I’ll go and trade him one of these same blows! 

You…you have... hmm .…..a very large nose! 

  

CYRANO (gravely):  Very! 

  

THE VISCOUNT (laughing): 

Ha! Ha! 

  

CYRANO (imperturbably): 

That’s all?  

  

THE VISCOUNT: 

 But…. 

  

CYRANO: 

Ah no! That’s too brief, young man! 

You might have said…Oh!… a hundred things by varying the tone— 

for example, just suppose 

Aggressive: Sir, if I had such a nose, 

I’d have it amputated on the spot! 

Friendly: But it must drown itself a lot; 

you need a drinking-bowl of a special shape! 

Descriptive: It’s a rock! A peak! A cape! 

What’s that, it’s a cape? It’s a peninsula! 

Insolent: Sir, when that pipe of yours glows 

does the tobacco smoke rise from your nose 

and make the neighbors cry that your chimney’s on fire? 

Eloquent: No winds at all, majestic nose 

can give you colds! Except when the mistral blows! 

Dramatic: When it bleeds it’s the Red Sea! 

Admiring: What a sign for a perfumery! 

That’s an idea, sir, of what you might have said, 

if you’d an ounce of wit or letters in your head: 



  

DE GUICHE (trying to draw the dismayed Valvert away): 

Come away, Viscount Valvert! 

  

VISCOUNT (choking with rage) 

Such an arrogant air! 

A country squire who has no gloves to wear! 

Who goes without knots on his sleeve, or lace, or ribbon! 

  

CYRANO: 

As for me—my elegance is all within. 

I don’t dress myself like one of your popinjays, 

but I’m smarter, if less fussy in my ways: 

I pass through the crowds, and the chatterers, 

making Truth ring out to the clash of spurs! 

  

THE VISCOUNT: 

But... 

  

CYRANO: 

You say I wear no gloves? So there! 

I’ve only one of them left—one of an old worn pair, 

which I left behind, quite an irritating waste, 

as it seems to me I left it in someone’s face. 

  

THE VISCOUNT: 

Scoundrel, rascal, stupid flat-footed fool! 

  

CYRANO (taking off his hat, and bowing as if Valvert had introduced 

himself): 

Ah? ... and I, Cyrano Savinien-Hercule de Bergerac 

  

(Laughter.) 

  

THE VISCOUNT (angrily): 

Buffoon! 

  

CYRANO (calling out as if he had been seized with the cramp): 

Ohh! Ohhh! 

  



VISCOUNT (who was going away, turns back): 

 What on earth’s he saying now? 

  

CYRANO (with grimaces of pain): 

It must be eased—it’s getting stiff, and how? This comes of leaving it unused.  

  

VISCOUNT:  

What’s wrong with you? 

  

CYRANO: 

I’ve got a cramp—a cramp in my sword! 

  

VISCOUNT (drawing his sword): 

Fine! 

  

CYRANO: 

I’ll give you a charming little thrust! 

  

VISCOUNT (contemptuously): 

Poet!  

  

CYRANO: 

Yes poet, Sir! To prove that’s just, 

While we fence – On guard! – I’ll improvise. 

I’ll compose a ballad. 

  

VISCOUNT: 

A ballad? 

  

 CYRANO: 

I’ll make one all complete, while we’re at war, 

and hit you, Sir, at the final line. 

  

VISCOUNT: 

No! 

  

CYRANO: 

Ballad of a duel in the Hotel Burgundy, 

in which Monsieur de Bergerac fought a weasel! 

  



VISCOUNT: 

What’s that you say if you please? 

  

CYRANO: 

That’s the title. (closing his eyes for a moment): 

Wait. . . . I’m choosing my rhymes.  

There, I have them! 

I throw my hat away, lightly. 

I, slow as you like, discard 

the heavy cloak that warms me, 

and I draw my shining sword: 

In the flank, beneath your medal? 

In the heart, beneath your finery? 

The little bells ring—DING DONG! 

My point swirls: flies do as much! 

In the belly, I can’t be wrong, 

at the end, I touch. 

You break off - while I find a word - 

you’re whiter by far than snow, 

and furnish me with the rhyme coward! 

Tac! I parry the point, so 

that you had hopes of giving me; 

I straighten my stance, not overmuch. 

Hold your spit, Sir Scullion, please! 

At the envoi’s end, I touch. 

Prince, ask God for mercy now! 

I turn a quarter—a flourish, and such! 

I cut, I feint! 

(Thrusting) 

Ah, then, I vow,           

(The viscomte staggers. Cyrano salutes.) 

at the end—I touch! 

  

(Applause in the boxes. The Viscomte’s friends hold him up and carry him 

off.) 

  


